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Practical Optimization Methods: With Mathematica® ApplicationsSpringer, 2000

	This introductory textbook adopts a practical and intuitive approach, rather than emphasizing mathematical rigor. Computationally oriented books in this area generally present algorithms alone, and expect readers to perform computations by hand, and are often written in traditional computer languages, such as Basic, Fortran or Pascal. This book,...
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Web Portfolio Design and ApplicationsIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Description Scholars and students are searching for information on what a Web portfolio is, what it is not, what to put into a Web portfolio, and what technical skills are needed to succeed in the process. Web Portfolio Design and Applications provides a combination of theory, pedagogy, and practice to help enable faculty and students across...
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Core HTML5 Canvas: Graphics, Animation, and Game Development (Core Series)Prentice Hall, 2012

	In the summer of 2001, after 15 years of developing graphical user interfaces and

	graphics-intensive applications, I read a best-selling book about implementing

	web applications by someone I did not know—Jason Hunter—but whom, unbeknownst

	to me, would soon become a good friend on the No Fluff Just Stuff

	(NFJS) tour....
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Mastering Python High PerformancePackt Publishing, 2015

	Measure, optimize, and improve the performance of your Python code with this easy-to-follow guide


	About This Book

	
		Master the do's and don'ts of Python performance programming
	
		Learn how to use exiting new tools that will help you improve your scripts
	
		A step-by-step,...
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Powerpoint 2003 Just The Steps For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Insert an Action Button
     

	Open a presentation in PowerPoint.     
	Go to the slide on which you want to insert an action button.     
	Choose Slide Show?Action Buttons.     
	Choose your desired button from the submenu, as shown in Figure 13-15.     

...
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Mastering Revit Architecture 2008Sybex, 2007
Redesign How You Design with Revit Architecture
   Revit Architecture has revolutionized how architects design, develop, and deliver projects—and now you can join the\revolution with this expert guide. Authored by a team of Revit aficionados and experts, this in-depth book uses clear explanations, detailed tutorials, and...
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Sams Teach Yourself Photoshop Elements 2 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2002
Photoshop Elements is a more accessible version of Adobe's flagship product, Photoshop. Elements is geared to business users, students, and home users who nonetheless want professional-looking images for their print and Web projects. Topics covered in the book include capturing and editing photos from traditional or digital cameras, correcting...
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Linux in the WorkplaceNo Starch Press, 2002
The Sacramento Bee
   "If you've got a Linux computer you'd like to use, this will show you how to get the job done."     

       Slashdot
   "A useful and freindly KDE-centric introduction to Linux for nongeeks."     

...
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Dynamical Systems and Fractals: Computer Graphics Experiments with PascalCambridge University Press, 1989
This study of chaos, fractals and complex dynamics is intended for anyone familiar with computers.  While keeping the mathematics to a simple level with few formulas, the reader is introduced to an area of current scientific research that was scarcely possible until the availability of computers.     The book is divided into two main parts; the...
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Adobe Muse on DemandQue, 2012

	Welcome to Adobe Muse on Demand, a visual quick reference book that shows you how to work efficiently with Muse. This book provides complete coverage of basic to advanced Muse skills.


	Adobe® Muse™ on Demand

	Need answers quickly? Adobe® Muse™ on Demand provides those answers in a visual...
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Sensing, Intelligence, Motion : How Robots and Humans Move in an Unstructured WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	A leap forward in the field of robotics

	

	Until now, most of the advances in robotics have taken place in structured environments. Scientists and engineers have designed highly sophisticated robots, but most are still only able to operate and move in predetermined, planned environments designed specifically for the robots and...
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The Graphic Design Idea Book: Inspiration from 50 MastersLaurence King Publishing, 2016

	This book serves as an introduction to the key elements of good design.

	

	Broken into sections covering the fundamental elements of design, key works by acclaimed designers serve to illustrate technical points and encourage readers to try out new ideas. Themes covered include form, narrative, color, type and image, ornament,...
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